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Effect of HPV on cervical
cancer screening in Alberta
Kim and colleagues evaluated the
dose-stratified effectiveness of the
quadrivalent human papillomavirus
(HPV) vaccine on reduction of cervical
abnormalities in Alberta, using a
nested case–control approach in data
linked between the Alberta Health
Care Insurance Plan and the Alberta
provincial immunization repository.1
As expected, the authors found strong
protection against high-grade cervical
abnormalities among women who
received three doses. The data appear
to indicate similar protection conferred
by one and two doses (odds ratio [OR],
0.45 and 0.17, respectively), albeit
with nonsignificant effect estimates,
given the small case counts in these
dose groups. Yet, the authors concluded that three doses were required
for HPV vaccination to reduce highgrade cervical abnormalities. When we
conducted an analysis of their results
by combining women who received
one or two HPV doses, significant protection against high-grade cervical
abnormalities was seen (crude OR
0.29, 95% confidence interval [CI]
0.09–0.93] when the controls were
defined as normal cytology results).
We also have concerns about the
study methods in Kim and colleagues’
article. First, no HPV genotyping data
were available (as is usually the case for
these types of linkage studies). This is
more problematic for outcomes such as
low-grade squamous intraepithelial
lesions and abnormal squamous cells of
undetermined significance, where carcinogenic types other than HPV16/18 contribute to a great proportion of lesions.2,3
The data in their study indicated that vaccine effectiveness was greater with a
high-grade endpoint, rather than with the
less progressed endpoint(s).
Second, there was a lack of data
about age at vaccination and covariates that might reflect prevaccination
HPV exposure. Evaluation of age at
first vaccination by dose group should

have been possible because vaccination data were obtained from a provincial immunization repository. If
reduced-dose recipients are systematically older or have an earlier age at
sexual debut, they likely have more
prevalent HPV infections at the time
of vaccination that artificially lower
the estimated effectiveness. A dosespecific analysis by time since vaccination, or application of a buffer
period before case counting, could
address this concern. Other published
studies of post-licensure vaccine
effectiveness by number of doses have
had similar limitations.4,5
In conclusion, Kim and colleagues
state that three doses were required for
the vaccine to be effective against cervical abnormalities, thereby raising
concerns about the effectiveness of
reduced doses of HPV vaccination.
We believe that this conclusion does
not reflect the study data and that the
inherent limitations in record linkage
studies to address HPV vaccine effectiveness by dose were not adequately
addressed. Further, the growing body
of evidence from post-hoc analyses
nested in trial settings continue to suggest that two doses (maybe even one)
protect as well as three doses, at least
in the short term.6,7
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Functional impairment, not
FASD
The publication of new guidelines for
fetal alcohol spectrum disorder (FASD)
raises concerns about the ongoing push
for FASD-specific assessment and support programs.1 Many children present
with evidence of pervasive brain dysfunction who do not have FASD. Current developmental practice emphasizes
interaction of function and environment, not etiologic labels.2
FASD is clinically indistinguishable
from other causes of neurobehavioural
disorders (e.g., antenatal alcohol or other
teratogens, complex trauma, genetic).3
Treatment for neurobehavioural disorders is nonspecific (e.g., environmental
supports) and based on function (e.g.,
cognitive, memory, executive, self-regulation). Emphasizing an etiologic label
with no specific treatment is misleading
to the public and unethical.
Function-based, nonmedical diagnosis-specific services are compatible
with a vigorous public health program
in preventing antenatal alcohol exposure. Basing resources on an etiologic
label marginalizes individuals with
neurobehavioural disabilities without a
unifying diagnostic label.
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